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hard-and-fast inquiry in which certainty is realizable)
with the philosophy of society (in which certainty is no
more realizable or demonstrable than in ethics). Both
are of value, but both lose their value when confounded.
Montesquieu's service to learning consisted of his
reminder that there are such things as facts : his dis-
service consisted of his suggestion that there ought to
be no such things as theories.
This is admirably brought out in the political phil-
osophy of Burke,  who  has  always  been  praised for
' restoring  history   to   its   place   in   politics '.    Burke
gave to  the  philosophy of  conservatism perhaps the
fullest  and  most  eloquent  expression  the  world has
ever heard.    During the contest between George III
and the American colonies, Burke had voiced what we
may call the liberal view ;   he had protested sharply
against   the   confusion   of   legality  with   convenience,
and  had  claimed  that   no  mountain  of  legal rights
could justify the tyrannous colonial policy.    But when
the French Revolution broke out in a mingled fury of
doctrine and of violence, when one of mankind's greatest
experiments in natural right was being elaborated in
blood upon the Continent and being justified in the
sermons of English Nonconformists and even appraised
in the high temples of Whiggism, all Burke's conserva-
tism was roused and his powers of denunciation stung
to   action.    In   his   Reflections   on   the   Revolution   in
France and in his  Appeal from the  New to  the  Old
Whigs, he not only pleads the cause of the French
aristocrats and invokes British hatred of the French
incendiaries : he lays down, fitfully and in a fine frenzy,
the philosophic foundations of a conservative faith.
Like Montesquieu, he approaches the State through
history and not through philosophy. And, approach-
ing it thus, he sees it to be no mere artificial structure,

